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Motivations
In recent years, RNA sequencing (RNA-seq) has 
rapidly become the method of choice for meas-
uring and comparing gene transcription levels. 
Despite its wide application, it is now clear that 
this methodology is not free from biases and that 
a careful normalization procedure is the basis for 
a correct data interpretation. The most common 
normalization techniques account for: library size, 
gene or transcript length and sequence-specific 
biases such as GC-content effects. The aim of 
the present work is to investigate biases affecting 
RNA seq data and their effect on differential ex-
pression analysis. In order to reduce biases due 
to over-simplification of gene transcription mod-
els, we consider exon-based counts.
Methods
We two used publicly available RNA-seq data 
sets from two-group comparison studies which 
are characterized by multiple technical rep-
licates. We summarized read counts at exon 
level and investigated their dependence on 
sequence-specific covariates: GC-content and 
exon length. In addition, we considered the ef-
fect of library size correction on between-groups 
comparison and the impact of the above men-
tioned biases on the detection of differentially 
expressed exons. The assessment is performed 
on raw data, as well as on data normalized with 
different approaches: RPKM [1], library size scal-
ing, based on Trimmed Mean of M-values (TMM) 
[2] and on Poisson goodness-of-fit statistic ap-
plied to non differentially expressed genes [3], 
and within-lane normalization based on loess re-
gression of log-counts on GC-content and exon 
length [4]. We selected differentially expressed 
exons using the GLM-based version of edgeR [5] 
as it can consider an “offset” matrix which codi-
fies counts normalization, that can be computed 
with the desired approach, and library size scal-
ing factors specified by the user.
Results
In our study, read counts show a significant de-
pendence on exon length and a moderate de-
pendence on GC-content. Exon length bias also 
affects differential expression analysis: longer 
exons tend to have lower P-values and to be se-
lected as differentially expressed more frequent-
ly than shorter exons. The tested normalization 
techniques do not completely remove biases 
and, in particular, RPKM approach over-corrects 
for exon length bias. Moreover, the choice of the 
strategy for library size adjustment has a great im-
pact on the direction of the detected differential 
expression. The results obtained on these data 
sets demonstrate that RNA-seq data normaliza-
tion is still an open issue. Further efforts should 
be directed towards the clarification of the rela-
tionship between read counts and sequence-
specific biases, which are, in turn, correlated to 
each other, and the definition of new models for 
their correction.
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